
 

 

 

Dear Parent, 

Assalaamualaikum. 

We hope and pray that you and your family are well and safe during this global pandemic 

and continue to remain strong amid the many challenges that we are facing currently. 

The unprecedented pandemic has led to the closure of schools as per directives from the 

Government Authorities.  

We understand that the necessary closure has presented a new and daunting challenge to 

the process of education for all stakeholders including students, parents and the school. 

We have to realize that unless we adapt to feasible tools of teaching-learning, educational 

objectives cannot be achieved in the present scenario.  

Keeping in view the circumstances, the school had taken the initiative to start online 

classes which are being successfully engaged. We will have to adapt to this mode of 

teaching till normalcy returns and schools start functioning conventionally. All the 

teachers are working hard to cover the curriculum through virtual learning. From the past 

few weeks our teachers have been preparing students for distance learning through live 

online classes, online content, pre-recorded videos, worksheets and assignments from 

home. 

In times of uncertainty we are not sure when we will be able to resume regular classes. It 

depends on the situation and directives from the government. Management and the 

teachers are trying to ensure that the learning continues without interruption. We have new 

challenges to face as all of us will also be doing it for the first time, so we request to be a 

part of this journey. 

It is observed that some of the students are either not attending the classes or they are 

irregularly logging in. We seek your cooperation in this regard and ensure that all students 

attend the online classes without fail. We are also working out to conduct online tests 

soon. 

You are requested to continue to make necessary arrangements at home (wi-fi 

connections, accessibility to laptops or PC’s for students, etc.), so that children can attend 

the online sessions. 

We appreciate parents for their cooperation in this endeavor to support students learning. 

May Allah SWT protect us all from all diseases, calamities and harm. 

Be safe! Take care! 
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